
                                    
        

       
  

COMPACT AND PORTABLE
BLUETOOTH ® HANDS-FREE KIT 

High-fidelity sound

The Parrot MINIKIT is a Bluetooth hands-free kit. It features the very latest

generation of DSP-2 signal processing algorithms and a high-definition 2W speaker

for crystal clear conversations in any situation.

It follows you everywhere

It attaches to the car’s sun visor and can easily be slipped into your pocket thanks to its

small size and lightweight design - a mere 104g. It has its own battery, offering 10 hours’

talk time and over a week on standby.

It recognises your voice

The Parrot MINIKIT is designed to simplify your calls via the user-defined voiceprints (max.

150/phone). It uses its own, not the phone’s, voice recognition feature, thereby avoiding

any need to handle the phone whilsit in the car for greater safety at the wheel.

A universal Bluetooth solution

The Parrot MINIKIT hands-free kit is 100% Bluetooth compatible; therefore if works with

practically all Bluetooth mobile phones.
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Bluetooth
Bluetooth v1.2

Profiles supported: - Headset Profile HSP 1.1

- Hands-free Profile HFP 1.0

- Object Push Profile OPP

Maximum range: 10 metres

Phone pairing: by PIN code

Software updates by Bluetooth

Processor
Parrot P4 + at 64MHz; Combo flash = 16Mbits; RAM = 2Mbits

Dimensions
Height = 110 mm; Widht = 63 mm
Depth = 28 mm; Weight = 104 grammes

TECHNICAL AND COMMERCIAL SPECIFICATIONS

BLUETOOTH WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
The Bluetooth wireless technology enables voice and data to be
sent via a short-distance radio link. It connects a wide range of
electronic equipment without requiring additional cables.
Furthermore, it extends the communication possibilities for mobile
phones and a large number of devices

Key information

Parrot MINIKIT
Compact and portable Bluetooth hands-free kit

Specifications
3 button user interface

2W Hi-Fi speaker

Omnidirectional microphone

DSP-2 signal processing algorithms

Built-in voice recognition software

Pairing: up to five phones

Recharging time: three hours maximum

Talk time: 10 hours

Standby time: over 275 hours

Documentation
User guide included.

For further information, visit our website: www.parrot.biz
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PHONE COMPATIBILITY
As Parrot products are 100% Bluetooth compatible, they are compatible with
almost every Bluetoothmobile phone. Refer to www.parrot.biz
Example: Alcatel, Asus, Audiovox, Ben-Q, Blackberry, Eten, Grundig, HP, HTC, i-Mate,

LG, Motorola, N-Gage, NEC, Nokia, Palm, Panasonic, Philips, Q-Tek, RIM, Sagem,

Sanyo, Sendo, Sharp, Siemens, Sony Ericsson, SPV, Telital, Toshiba, Treo, VK...
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